Data
The standard data input requires four columns and as many rows as there are samples: An example dataset is displayed in Table 1 . Name Positive Negative Target Well  CLIC6  1666  10929 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  CLIC6  1986  12757 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  CLIC6  1861  12189 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  DSCR3  2134  13173 TRUE ITGBLA-DSCR3  DSCR3  1937  11939 TRUE ITGBLA-DSCR3  SYNJ1  1788  11285 TRUE SYNJ1-RPP30  SYNJ1  1856  11011 TRUE SYNJ1-RPP30  SYNJ1  2035  12286 TRUE SYNJ1-RPP30  AMELX  650  13335 TRUE AMELX-LAMA3  AMELX  597  13712 TRUE AMELX-LAMA3  AMELX  671  14352 TRUE AMELX-LAMA3  AMELY  616  14312 TRUE AMELY-C18ORF62  AMELY  630  14392 TRUE AMELY-C18ORF62  IL13RA1  573  11036 TRUE IL13RA-LNX2  IL13RA1  672  13822 TRUE IL13RA-LNX2  IL13RA1  681  14621 TRUE IL13RA-LNX2  SRY  543  12052 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  SRY  676  14067 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  SRY  586  13464 TRUE CLIC6-SRY  C18ORF62  1370  13558 FALSE AMELY-C18ORF62  C18ORF62  1392  13630 FALSE AMELY-C18ORF62  LAMA3  1207  12778 FALSE AMELX-LAMA3  LAMA3  1340  12969 FALSE AMELX-LAMA3  LAMA3  1317  13706 FALSE AMELX-LAMA3  LNX2  1075  10534 FALSE IL13RA-LNX2  LNX2  1304  13190 FALSE IL13RA-LNX2  LNX2  1389  13913 FALSE IL13RA-LNX2   Table 1 : Example dataset with 7 target genes and 3 reference genes with two to three replicates.
Data analysis
The data for this tutorial is available at http://users.ugent.be/~mvynck/glmm/tutorial. csv. We will first load this example dataset:
> data.tutorial <-read.csv ("tutorial.csv") Make sure the data is in the correct format: The script requires the lme4 library. If this library is not installed on your system, you may install it by running the following command:
Load some functions:
> source("http://users.ugent.be/~mvynck/glmm/glmmfunctions.R") Some preprocessing to make sure the variables are of the correct type and have the correct name:
> colnames(data.tutorial)<-c("gene","pos","neg","target","well") > data.tutorial$gene<-as.character(data.tutorial$gene) > data.tutorial$pos<-as.numeric(as.character(data.tutorial$pos)) > data.tutorial$neg<-as.numeric(as.character(data.tutorial$neg)) > data.tutorial$target<-as.logical(data.tutorial$target) > data.tutorial$well <-as.character(data.tutorial$well)
Absolute quantification
To fit a model, we will use the function fit.set. This function will automatically decide whether to account for interreplicate variation or interreference gene variation depending on the data you feed it: in the absolute quantification case, there are no reference genes. Depending on whether you have technical replicates or not, the function will automatically account for it. This will also be displayed in the output of the function.
Example 1
For example, if we feed the function only one sample of our data (the first row) it will see that there is only one target and no replicates, and will analyze the data as such:
Analyzing single target ... Converting data ... Fitting model: absolute quantification without replicates ...
The object fit.example1 now contains the fitted model. You can process this manually, but it is easier to rely on the function get.estimates to get the estimates and a 95% confidence interval in a data frame object. For this, we need to supply the data once again, along with the fitted model: The estimated copy number is 3.03. The 95% confidence interval is [2.88to3.21].
Example 6
It is also possible to quantify multiple target genes at once by using a data frame with multiple targets:
> fit.example6 <-fit.set (data.tutorial[c(1:4,23:25) 
Determine reference gene stability
To allow an optimal quantification, using reliable reference genes is essential. Within-sample reference gene stability can be determined using the function determine.stability. This function will calculate all pairwise copy number/relative expression quantities and calculate a measure of deviance. The smaller this measure of deviance, the more reliable the reference gene (see equations 26-29 in the main paper for more details). 
=== OUTPUT TRUNCATED FOR CLARITY ===
The resulting objected can be plotted and will return an ordered barplot (from most stable to least stable reference gene):
> plot.stability(stability.tutorial)
R code
For the user more familiar with R, we dig deeper into the R code in this section.
Arranging the data
In order to fit the models, the data need to be rearranged into a format that can be handled by the GLM(M) functions. The data format will have a row for each partition observation. In the most simple case of absolute quantification with no replicates, the data is just a vector with 0/1 observations. Data for absolute quantification with replicates, should be presented in a two column data frame: one column containing the 0/1 data and a second column indicating the replicate from which it was taken (Table 2) . When dealing with copy number variation determination of relative quantification one or more reference genes will be present. In that case, the data will be represented by a three column data frame (in the absence of replicates): one with the outcome, one detailing whether the gene is a target or a reference and one detailing which gene was measured (Table 3 ). In this section we assume singeplex experiments. For multiplex experiments, an additional column detailing the genes measured in multiplex should be added as well (an example is given in Table 1 ). If replicates are present in the copy number variation case the data will be represented by a four column data frame: one additional column detailing the replicate (Table 4) . This procedure is implemented in the function generate.df and can be executed when sourcing the following script:
> source("http://users.ugent.be/~mvynck/glmm/glmmfunctions.R")
The function will only work with a data frame in the format as displayed in Table 1 , but can easily be adjusted to accomodate other data formats.
Absolute quantification

No replicates
In absence of both replicates and reference genes, there are no sources of variation to account for, and the model reduces to a simple generalized linear model with a complementary log-log link:
model.fit<-glm(Y~1,data=db,family=binomial(cloglog))
The estimate is obtained as:
(exp(coef(model.fit)))
An approximate Wald 95% confidence interval (more information in Supplementary Document 4) on the estimate can be obtained as follows:
(exp(coef(model.fit)-1.96*sqrt(vcov(model.fit)))) (exp(coef(model.fit)+1.96*sqrt(vcov(model.fit))))
With replicates
In presence of replicates, a random effect for interreplicate variation is added:
model.rand<-glmer(Y~1+(1|repl),data=db,family=binomial(cloglog),nAGQ=1,verbose=F)
